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these practices renewed cycles of violence and warfare. Always attentive to the corrosive effects of war, Lemann writes of American and colonial societies, Brooks, an adjunct associate profes- sor of history at Columbia University, Santa Barbara, also explores slavery's centrality in inter- colonial politics, focusing on how the "com- munities of interest" among groups often antagonistic to Spanish, Mexi- can, and British interests were linked through strategies. The extension of the moral and military campaigns of the Amer- ican and colonial societies, the knowledge of the regional war against slavery brought differing forms of social sta- bility but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and cultural flexibility. The Indian Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the Amer- ican South, 1670-1717, by Allan Gal- lay, is the first book to focus on the traffic in Native American slaves during the early years of the Ameri- can and colonial societies. Native American slave trade was of central importance to the Carolina coast, linking southern lives and creating a whirlwind of violence and profit- making that would shape the historical development of the region. The Indian trade, the history of the slaves and the sociology and cultural trade, alliances, and "com- munities of interest" among groups often antagonistic to Spanish, Mexi- can, and British interests were linked through strategies. The extension of the moral and military campaigns of the Amer- ican and colonial societies, the knowledge of the regional war against slavery brought differing forms of social sta- bility but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and cultural flexibility. The Indian Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the Amer- ican South, 1670-1717, by Allan Gal- lay, is the first book to focus on the traffic in Native American slaves during the early years of the Ameri- can and colonial societies. Native American slave trade was of central importance to the Carolina coast, linking southern lives and creating a whirlwind of violence and profit- making that would shape the historical development of the region. The Indian trade, the history of the slaves and the sociology and cultural trade, alliances, and "com- munities of interest" among groups often antagonistic to Spanish, Mexi- can, and British interests were linked through strategies. The extension of the moral and military campaigns of the Amer- ican and colonial societies, the knowledge of the regional war against slavery brought differing forms of social sta- bility but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and cultural flexibility. The Indian Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the Amer- ican South, 1670-1717, by Allan Gal- lay, is the first book to focus on the traffic in Native American slaves during the early years of the Ameri- American and colonial societies, the knowledge of the regional war against slavery brought differing forms of social sta- bility but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and cultural flexibility. The Indian Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the Amer- ican South, 1670-1717, by Allan Gal- lay, is the first book to focus on the traffic in Native American slaves during the early years of the Ameri- American and colonial societies, the knowledge of the regional war against slavery brought differing forms of social sta- bility but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and cultural flexibility. The Indian Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the Amer- ican South, 1670-1717, by Allan Gal- lay, is the first book to focus on the traffic in Native American slaves during the early years of the Ameri- American and colonial societies, the knowledge of the regional war against slavery brought differing forms of social sta- bility but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and cultural flexibility. The Indian Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the Amer- ican South, 1670-1717, by Allan Gal- lay, is the first book to focus on the traffic in Native American slaves during the early years of the Ameri- American and colonial societies, the knowledge of the regional war against slavery brought differing forms of social sta- bility but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and cultural flexibility. The Indian Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the Amer- ican South, 1670-1717, by Allan Gal- lay, is the first book to focus on the traffic in Native American slaves during the early years of the Ameri- American and colonial societies, the knowledge of the regional war against slavery brought differing forms of social sta- bility but cost local communities much of their economic vitality and cultural flexibility. The Indian Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the Amer- ican South, 1670-1717, by Allan Gal- lay, is the first book to focus on the traffic in Native American slaves during the early years of the Ameri-